
 
MINUTES 

CITY OF ST. CHARLES, IL 
PLAN COMMISSION 

TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 2013 
 _________________________________________ 
 
 Members Present:  Todd Wallace, Chairman 
     Tim Kessler, Vice Chairman 
     Curt Henningson 
     Brian Doyle 
     Tom Schuetz 
     Tom Pretz 
      

 Members Absent:  Sue Amatangelo 
 

Also Present: Rita Tungare, Director of Community Development 
 Russell Colby, Planning Division Manager 
 Matthew O’Rourke, Planner 
 Christopher Tiedt, Development Engineering Manager 
 John Rabchuk, Comprehensive Plan Task Force member 
 Devin Lavigne, Houseal Lavigne Associates 

     Meagan Moreira, Recording Secretary 
     Sonntag Court Reporter 
      
1. Call to order 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chairman Wallace.   
 

2. Roll Call 
Vice Chairman Kessler called the roll. A quorum was present. 
 

3. Presentation of minutes of the February 5, 2013 meeting. 
 

A motion was made, seconded and unanimously passed by voice vote to accept the minutes 
of the March 12, 2013 meeting.  
 
 

PUBLIC HEARING 
 
4. 1915 W. Main Street (McDonald’s) 

Application for Special Uses (Planned Unit Development, Restaurant, and Drive-Through 
Facility) 
Application for PUD Preliminary Plan 
Application for a Final Plat of Subdivision 
Supporting Documents: 
Parking Analysis Memo; V3 Companies; dated 1/25/2013 

Preliminary Engineering Plans; V3 Companies; dated 1/25/2013 

Architectural Elevations; M US Restaurant Development; dated 11/15/2012 
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Final Plat of Subdivision; V3 Companies; dated 2/25/2013 

 

The attached transcript prepared by Sonntag Reporting Service, Ltd., is by reference hereby made a 
part of these minutes.   
 

Mr. Kessler made a motion to close the public hearing.  Mr. Doyle seconded the motion. 
 

Roll Call Vote: 
Ayes:  Henningson, Scheutz, Kessler, Doyle, Pretz, Wallace 
Nays:  None 
Absent: Amatangelo 
Motion carried. 
 

MEETING 
 

5. 1915 W. Main Street (McDonald’s) 
Application for Special Uses (Planned Unit Development, Restaurant, and Drive-Through 
Facility) 
Application for PUD Preliminary Plan 
Application for a Final Plat of Subdivision 
Supporting Documents: 

Parking Analysis Memo; V3 Companies; dated 1/25/2013 

Preliminary Engineering Plans; V3 Companies; dated 1/25/2013 

Architectural Elevations; M US Restaurant Development; dated 11/15/2012 

Final Plat of Subdivision; V3 Companies; dated 2/25/2013 
 

Mr. Henningson made a motion to approve the applications contingent upon resolution of 
any outstanding staff comments contained in the staff memo.  Mr. Kessler seconded the 
motion. 
 

Chairman Wallace asked if it’s for City Council approval.  Mr. Henningson said yes. 
 

Mr. Kessler asked if the staff memo would cover the discussion just had relative to pedestrian 
access.  Mr. O’Rourke said no.  Chairman Wallace said Mr. Henningson is recommending 
approval without that condition.  Mr. Doyle said it was suggested that the applicant work with 
staff to identify whether or not a public safety hazard exists, and if so to consider a suitable 
solution.  Chairman Wallace said that would not be incorporated into the motion, but just an 
advisory to staff.  Mr. Doyle he is satisfied that it’s in the applicant’s interest to do that and he 
doesn’t think there is a need to propose a requirement.  Mr. Stillwell said he understands what 
the preference is and they will work with staff. 
 

Roll Call Vote: 
Ayes:  Henningson, Scheutz, Kessler, Doyle, Pretz, Wallace 
Nays:  None 
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Absent: Amatangelo 
Motion carried. 
 
6. Review and Discussion of Comprehensive Plan Draft 

 Chapter 4: Land Use Plan 
 Chapter 5: Community Facilities Plan 
 Chapter 6: Parks & Open Space Plan 
 Chapter 7: Transportation Plan 
 Chapter 8: Sub Area Plans 
 Chapter 9: Culture & Identity Plan 
 Chapter 10: Design Guidelines 
 Chapter 11: Implementation 

 

Chairman Wallace asked staff what they intended to happen that evening regarding the 
Comprehensive Plan.  Mr. Colby said the plan is to walk through the chapters that have not yet been 
discussed, being chapters 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11, and if the Commission has any discussion or 
comments.  He said staff has also put together a recommendation based upon discussion at previous 
meetings, which is a table of discussion points from Commission comments, and placed 
recommendations for each of them where there seemed to be consensus from Commission to make 
a change.  He said if the Commission feels they are prepared to make a recommendation, there are 
those recommendations that constitute a staff recommendation, and if there is anything additional 
from tonight, that can be added as well.  Ms. Tungare said chapters 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 are 
relatively straightforward and she feels the Commission has really spent a good amount of time 
discussing the substance of the plan, and staff’s hope is that those chapters can be completed today 
to move forward with a recommendation. 
 

Chairman Wallace noted that for those who do not have the items listed in the table provided by 
staff, that it lists chapters 1 - 4 as well as chapter 8, and shows the changes that were consensus 
recommendations made by the Commission.  Mr. Colby said yes, they were consensus 
recommendations or if there were changes that were relatively minor or clarifications to the 
document, those were included as well.  Ms. Tungare noted that the documents are posted on the 
city’s website. 
 
Chapter 5- Community Facilities Plan 
 

Devin Lavigne-Houseal Lavigne Associates, consulting firm hired to assist the city with the update 
of the Comprehensive Plan-said Chapter 5-Community Facilities Plan-highlights facilities within 
the community and presents recommendations to ensure St. Charles continues to benefit from high 
quality public services.  He said that as part of the planning process a questionnaire was sent out to 
every taxing agency and city departments to identify their needs and issues affecting their ability to 
provide service in the community.  He said the chapter is informed by those questionnaires 
recognizing that the city cannot necessarily plan for the schools, but the chapter and the plan does 
recognize the need for the city to work closely with these agencies, both city facilities and 
government facilities.  He said public works, public safety and emergency services are among those 
facilities and there are some recommendations listed for those.  He said schools, both primary and 
secondary education, as well as higher education, are touched on, even though there is not a college 
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or university within the community, it was heard from the community consistently that there is a 
desire for that.  He said the Public Library District was spoken to and there are some 
recommendations listed there as well, along with the county and other facilities as well as 
healthcare. He added they are careful to not step on the toes of these agencies recognizing that they 
develop their own capital plans, but that they were engaged as part of the process and to the extent 
possible, their desires were for the future were carried forward in the plan. 
 

Mr. Doyle said on page 43, Public Library District section, the recommendation reads that the city 
should work with the library to ensure that it has enough capacity to serve all St. Charles residents 
and to also look for opportunities to collaborate on programming that may serve multiple missions.  
He said he agrees with this but that several years ago there was a concept plan seen for the library 
for an expansion, and he is not sure where the library is on that, but to him it’s a provocative idea 
because an expansion could have potential to reinvigorate the east side.  He asked if that type of 
observation would serve any purpose here, as well as any other things that are likely to happen in 
the next 10-years on the east side.  Mr. Lavigne said when going through the downtown subarea 
plan, there was a discussion to extend the gateway frontage toward 7th Ave., which would pick up 
all of the library properties, and that it could be noted, but it does not help to keep reinforcing 
something like that because it does not change the material of what is being said there. 
 

Vanessa Bell-Lasota-asked why chapter 4-land use map, was not being discussed seeing as though 
it is on the agenda.  Chairman Wallace said it is in the plans that are online which is included in the 
staff report.  Mr. Colby clarified that the plan document has not been updated at all and the plan that 
has been discussed by the Plan Commission will be the same one through the process, and the 
commission’s recommendations will all be documented and will then go, along with the plan, to the 
Planning & Development Committee for review.  Ms. Bell-Lasota said that was not her impression, 
she thought there would be revisions and a final draft before recommendation to Council and she 
wants to be sure the additions will be included.  Chairman Wallace said based on a discussion at the 
first meeting, they felt the best way would be to present the same thing to City Council as the 
Commission is seeing and to actually identify separately the issues and changes they would like to 
see made.  Chairman Wallace asked that those changes/recommendations be put up on the screen 
for the audience to view.   Mr. Doyle asked if the Planning & Development Committee would hold 
a formal public hearing.  Ms. Tungare said there would be a presentation and discussion by the 
Planning & Development Committee and subsequent to that, a date would be set where City 
Council holds the public hearing and then finally adopts the plan.  Mr. Doyle said in terms of the 
recommendation that Commission makes, would it just be to say we recommend the draft plan with 
the following modifications, as an omnibus motion. Ms. Tungare said yes, and the Planning & 
Development Committee would then see the draft plan recommended by Task Force, as well as the 
Commission’s recommendation, side by side.  She said that the purpose of the entire exercise was to 
ensure that the integrity plan produced by the Task Force, which was officially tasked by the City 
Council, does not get compromised in anyway, which is why the document has not been tampered 
with in any way.   
 

Mr. Lavigne said he and Ms. Bell-Lasota have spoken and there has been some language that he has 
been tweaking regarding Chapter 9-Historic Preservation, which he thinks is Ms. Bell-Lasota’s 
primary concern, but he has not had a chance to speak to the Commission about this yet.  Ms. Bell-
Lasota said it refers to some inaccuracies in the document that she researched with the County and 
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also the intergovernmental agreement so Mr. Lavigne would have the correct terminology, and he 
has that information and she is not quite sure where that falls as far as comments recorded and 
recommended to staff.  Chairman Wallace said that would end up being in the table which lists the 
recommendations.  Mr. Doyle said but it was not a discussion at a previous Plan Commission 
meeting, but at a Task Force meeting.  Mr. Lavigne said the concern is in paragraph F on page 34-
Residential Area Plan, where sub parcels were highlighted that had significant potential for 
residential development, but there is a historic farm, Seven Oaks Farm, and the revised language 
was provided by brochures and pamphlets from the County, given to him by Ms. Bell-Lasota.  
Chairman Wallace said any changes that are being made need to be included in the table that lists 
the Commissions recommendations.  Mr. Colby said yes, as long as it is a substantive change, but 
not if it’s just a correction of wording.  Chairman Wallace said he disagrees; it should be any 
changes from the original.  Mr. Colby said it can be done that way.  Mr. Doyle said that at the end of 
the process when the review is complete, the Commission may need some time to go through the 
list and identify which items are wanted to have specific changes made, and he would also like to 
make sure that any citizen’s comments are captured in the list as well.  Ms. Tungare said public 
comments are captured in the minutes.  Mr. Colby noted the discussion points list includes 
comments from both the Commission and the public, it includes every topic brought up for 
discussion.  Mr. Lavigne said the changes made were more grammatical, not substantive.  Mr. 
Doyle suggested that in terms of moving forward, he would like to confirm that anything that 
anything Ms. Bell-Lasota has shared directly with staff and the consultants has been captured and 
considered by the Commission, and that it’s on the record.  Mr. Lavigne said the issue is there is 
another farmstead that she would like referenced in the plan.  Chairman Wallace said he would like 
to avoid a situation where any person outside the context of a public meeting is making changes to 
the document.  Mr. Lavigne said he agrees, and he told Ms. Bell-Lasota he cannot just make that 
change, it needs to be discussed with the Commission.  Ms. Bell-Lasota said she gave Mr. Lavigne 
the information and she was told that through this process it would be revisited with the changes for 
the Seven Oaks Farm, Red Gate Farm and the shape of the key that was incorrect, and the County 
provided the map to correct the key; it had nothing to do with her comment or her desire, but just 
the accuracy of the map.  Mr. Lavigne said they worked with staff to highlight parcels based on past 
development petitions and he didn’t feel it was appropriate to revise it based on feedback from Kane 
County because of the fact that at one point in time, there was a potential for residential 
development on this parcel, not in any other shape, and he did not make the change, nor does he 
think it should be made.  He said in Chapter 9 there is a part that talks about the Historic District and 
he suggested making a notation under Historic Preservation that in addition to the District within the 
city, there is also the Kane County Historic Preservation group that has identified two farmsteads 
within the community that may warrant preservation. 
 

Mr. Henningson said the City has been working on this plan for over 2-years, a consultant was 
selected which he thinks has done a great job, the plan was then turned over to the Task Force to put 
it together and they did a great job as well, the plan was then sent to the Plan Commission where we 
are going over things that have been discussed previously at both the consultant and Task Force 
levels, repeatedly.  He said it is not the Commission’s job to hold a public hearing, but to review the 
Task Force’s plan and pass it on to Planning & Development, and in the meantime, having these 
meetings at the Plan Commission level, the city is paying the consultant to be here, staff time, and 
citizens feel the need to keep coming to the meetings if they have something they would like to talk 
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about, and it’s all unfair to the process to keep this thing rolling along, it’s also unfair to the property 
owners that are concerned and need to keep showing up here every Tuesday night.  He said the 
Commission is strictly charged with reviewing the document and passing it on the Committee. The 
remaining chapters need to be reviewed tonight and make a recommendation and then send it on to 
Committee, but that’s just one man’s opinion. 
 
Chapter 6- Parks & Open Space Plan 
 

Mr. Lavigne said Chapter 6-Parks & Open Space Plan- recognizes that most parks are in the 
ownership of the Park District and to be careful not to step on their toes for future planning, but that 
the chapter does reinforce the role of parks in the community and the importance of preserving the 
community’s environmental features.  He said surveys were sent and the Park District was spoken 
to regarding their future plans, and the parks that service the community at large have been 
highlighted. The acquisition and expansion strategy of the parks and open space system is discussed 
based on conversations with the Park District and it then goes on to talk about the Fox River as well 
as conservation ideas for surface water wetlands, flood plain, vegetation, alternative energy and 
education.  He said there is also a figure in this chapter that lists all the existing parks in the 
community as well as private open spaces, detention areas that are homeowner-owned and Kane 
County Forest Preserve District sites. 
 

Mr. Doyle asked if the Task Force talked about the balance between the park facilities and pocket 
parks, and was there not a recommendation to push back on the Park District to give community 
parks more emphasis, or did the Task Force table that.  Mr. Lavigne said it was highlighted as an 
issue that the Park District did not want donations less than 5 acres in size, and on page 32 the 
recommendation reflects a broader policy, but the more specific requirements pertaining to 
neighborhood-level open space is in the last column on the right on page 32.  Mr. Rabchuk said the 
Task Force discussed this at some length, and page 32 encourages greenspace and land cash 
donations, but the Task Force pretty much decided to drop the issue. Mr. Lavigne said it is stated in 
the plan that it is something to continue to work towards with the Park District to define what is 
practical and to continue to well serve the community in the open space plan.   Mr. Doyle said it 
seems as though we are accepting that the Park District does not want to support playgrounds within 
large PUD’s or large development plans, and therefore the plan will not put that out as an aspiration 
for developers, and because it’s not supported by the Park District, then it will not be a priority 
when looking at housing developments.  He said otherwise this Commission does not have much 
leverage with the development community.  Mr. Lavigne explained how the land cash donation 
ordinance is implemented, but noted the city can give credit for private open space. The city is the 
one who makes the determination of whether or not the open space dedication requirement has been 
met.  He said the Park District is just the benefactor of maintaining and programming all open space 
given to them.  Ms. Tungare said City Council makes that decision regarding the land cash 
donation.  Mr. Doyle said he feels we need to be deliberate about this decision.  Mr. Rabchuk said 
the Task Force made the decision that the requirements that are in the statutes now suffice and 
pocket parks were discussed more for existing neighborhoods and that Mr. Doyle is looking for too 
much out of the plan.  Mr. Doyle said ok, he is ready to move on. 
 
Chapter 7- Transportation Plan 
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Mr. Lavigne said Chapter 7-Transportation Plan- focuses on the strategic improvements to maintain 
a balanced transportation system through the safe and efficient movement of pedestrians, bicycles, 
and private vehicles, with a recommendation of a complete streets approach. The street system in 
the community is well established and there is a big educational piece to that with traffic calming, 
intelligent traffic systems, driveways and cross access and roadway maintenance.  He said the street 
system is broken down into different functional classifications and recommendations are provided 
for improved circulation within the community with some network improvements.  He said it also 
covers parking within downtown and the appearance and sustainability of the lots and then finally 
completing green streets. Also the roads within county jurisdiction are highlighted in yellow on the 
figure as well as the recommended network improvements. 
 
Chapter 8- Subarea Plans 
 

Chairman Wallace noted Chapter 8 –Subarea plans has already been discussed and comments 
incorporated through the staff memo. 
 
Chapter 9- Culture and Identify Plan 
 

Mr. Lavigne said Chapter 9-Culture and Identity-recognizes the importance of arts and culture for 
the community and all the different things that contribute to the community aesthetic and the 
identity of St. Charles.  He said this he thinks Ms. Bell-Lasota’s comments on farmsteads could be 
put on page 99 under Historic Preservation, if it is to be carried forward.  Ms. Bell-Lasota asked if 
those notes of this meeting will be put under Historic Preservation. Chairman Wallace said they are 
continuing to take notations on all of the things that are items for modification. 
 
Chapter 10- Design Guidelines 
 

Mr. Lavigne said Chapter 10-Design Guidelines-should basically be used as a guide for commercial 
redevelopment throughout the city, specifically the gateways and downtown. He said this plan is a 
policy document and is not regulatory. It describes the ideal development within downtown that 
should create a streetwall and guidelines include building height, bulk and proportion, building 
placement and orientation, architectural style, building material, doors, entrances and windows, rear 
yards and rear facades, parking areas, roofline and parapets, color, lighting, signs, residential areas, 
awning and canopies, landscaping and site improvements, and public improvements.  The gateway 
and corridor design guidelines consist of building scale and design, building placement and 
orientation, building materials and colors, transit, bike and pedestrian mobility, lighting, vehicular 
access and storage, landscaping and site improvements, business signage and public realm.   
 

Mr. Doyle said he thinks people have different assumptions of what the plan should be and he feels 
that it might be helpful to add a comment on how to use this document and the purpose of the plan.  
Mr. Lavigne said it is stated on page 6.  Mr. Doyle said he likes what was said about describing the 
ideal development and how it would evolve.  Mr. Lavigne said the language can be beefed up to not 
be rigid, but to be more flexible toward development proposals brought forth that the plan would not 
anticipate. 
 
Chapter 11- Implementation 
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Mr. Lavigne said in Chapter 11-Implementation-that the plan is not one big capital project that can 
just be implemented; the Comprehensive Plan will be implemented over the course of the next 10-
20 years.  He said the chapter guides how to incrementally implement the plan, starting with 
adopting and using the plan on a day-to-day basis; reviewing and updating zoning; reviewing and 
updating the capital improvement program; annually preparing a 5-year action plan to priorities 
objectives; promote cooperation among various agencies; enhance public communication; regular 
updates to the document; and explore possible funding sources and implementation techniques.  
Chairman Wallace commented on the chapter by asking staff if legal counsel has made any 
comment as to, although this is a policy document, it is legally the city’s official policy guide for the 
land use planning, and he wonders if more reference should be made to exactly how, and in what 
way, the Comprehensive Plan becomes that official policy document, and maybe even make 
reference to implementing ordinances.  He said once the city adopts the plan, it may be appropriate 
to make a statement of law in both this chapter and also on page 6. 
 

Mr. Doyle noted that the section under Tax Increment Financing needed to be updated due to 
Lexington Club.  Mr. Lavigne said the first sentence should also say that there are currently 5 TIF 
districts.   
 

Chairman Wallace asked if there are any other locations in the document where SSA’s are 
specifically talked about. He knows, due to his day job, that it’s become a practice of the city to 
implement SSA’s, which are commonly referred to as back-up SSA’s, and that people do not like 
when they start buying property and then figure out they are in an SSA.  He asked if there is a policy 
statement regarding the SSA’s and how, why and when they are used by the city, in the plan and he 
suggested putting that under the Implementation chapter under financing and adding a second 
paragraph.  Mr. Lavigne said that could be done with staff’s help.  Mr. Colby said yes, that could be 
added, but noted that it is really more of an Ordinance requirement that is connected with the 
Stormwater Ordinance and not something that is accomplished from a planning objective, but is the 
most common use of an SSA.  Chairman Wallace said he thinks it should be in the plan since it is 
being discussed as a financing tool. 
 
Discussion Points Table 
 

Mr. Kessler said there are 4 items in the list of comments that staff asked for feedback on from the 
Commission, in chapter 4-item 6, 9 and 11, and Chapter 8-item 24, and asked if that would preclude 
the Commission from making a recommendation.  Chairman Wallace said it would if the 
Commission wants to come up with a more comprehensive list to offer to the P&D Committee.  Ms. 
Tungare said they could make a recommendation on the list that staff compiled in the packet, add 
the 4 or 5 items discussed that evening, and make a recommendation subject to those being 
incorporated to the list, and then forward that on to P&D.  She said another way would be to have 
additional review and bringing it back to another Plan Commission meeting, because all staff would 
have to do is take what’s in the minutes from tonight’s meeting and compile those 4 or 5 items and 
add to the list that has already been provided.   Mr. Kessler asked if there would be any timing 
issues with doing that at the next meeting.  Mr. Colby said he didn’t think so.   
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Mr. Doyle said at a recent P&D meeting there was a discussion regarding the Downtown Overlay 
District and it was decided at that meeting to hold off due to the pending completion of the 
Comprehensive Plan review.  He said the sense he got from that agenda item is that staff is feeling 
an urgent need to make changes to downtown but does not want to put the cart before the horse. He 
feels that the Commission should not rush a decision, but he does feel there are other things waiting 
on the plan, and a need for it to move forward.  Mr. Kessler asked if it would make a difference to 
wait until the next meeting to make a recommendation.  Ms. Tungare said at this point they are not 
sure when it will go to Committee because they do not know the outcome of tonight’s meeting, but 
yes, holding off could potentially hold up the process.  Chairman Wallace said he doesn’t see a 
benefit of bringing it back to Commission if a recommendation can be made based on previous 
notes and meetings and the 5 points brought up that evening, and the minutes, are a legal document. 
He doesn’t see what the worry is, and to come back another week, everything single thing would be 
gone through again and he does not see the purpose. Mr. Kessler said staff is asking for feedback for 
4 items on the list and we would give them that tonight, and any items brought up tonight would be 
on that list. If there were a recommendation requested by staff from the Commission, we would 
make it, but it’s not to go through the whole plan again.  Chairman Wallace said so we are checking 
to be sure they did their due diligence.  Mr. Kessler said no, we are giving them the information they 
are requesting.  Chairman Wallace said the only thing being generated out of the Commission is the 
list developed by staff that incorporated comments and he prefers the list be accurate and complete, 
and not a piece meal document, and that its clear to the Council.  Mr. Doyle said he brought up most 
of the issues/comments that evening and none of them yielded any recommendations for changes to 
the plan and he feels that if there are only 4 or 5 items, they should be reviewed that evening and a 
recommendation made to approve the plan with those changes identified in the document, 
contingent upon inclusion of all comments from that evening.  He said it could cause a problem if a 
recommendation is not made tonight because another government body is delaying action pending 
the Commission’s consideration.   
 

The Plan Commission agreed to move forward and review the discussion points contained in the 
staff memo: 
 

 #6; Chapter 4, Land Use, page 30-land use map-the recommendation is that the plan 
notation or text statement be added indicting that commercial use should have residential 
character along W. Main St. from 5th St. to 14th St., and input needed from Commission if 
this should be applied elsewhere, such as E. Main St. from 5th to 13th Ave.   

 
Mr. Colby said there were not previously any designations for commercial areas to have residential 
character for the west side, so it would be logical to call out the same on the east side.  Chairman 
Wallace said he mentioned that because there is a statement made in the underlying zoning district 
about retaining character in the BT Overlay district. He then asked how far that district extends.  Mr. 
Colby said BT zoning exists in pockets, so the areas identified on the west side are mostly BT 
overlay district; however there are also some commercial zoning designations in that area. The same 
exists on the east side, mostly on the south side of E. Main St., with BT overlay district between 7th 
Ave. and 11th Ave., but then commercial zoning is across the street, so it is a bit mixed. The 
development pattern resulted from the neighborhood to the south and commercial/industrial 
properties to the north.  Mr. Kessler said his recommendation is no, especially if we are focusing on 
5th to 13th on the east side simply due to the nature of the neighborhood there, the roadway has been 
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re-done, the curb is 5 ft. from the front-doors of the 4 houses left there, its commercial across the 
street and there is not the depth of residential behind them, and he feels the way it is written is fine.  
Mr. Doyle said he feels the issue is 7th Ave. to 13th Ave., because the downtown business district 
was extended to 7th Ave. in that area, but even for purposes of the P&D review, if they decide 
differently, they should consider the question for 7th Ave. to 13th Ave, and not from 5th Ave., but 
aside from that he does not disagree with what Mr. Kessler said.  Mr. Colby said that was an error 
that is says 5th Ave. in the staff comment; it should have said 7th Ave. because that is where 
commercial land use starts. 
 

 #9-Chapter 4, Land Use-Mixed use outside of downtown-input needed from Commission 
on a comment made by the audience: The community isn’t opposed to mixed use, but rather 
there needs to be a balance of uses within mixed use areas that are sensitive to the location; 
the appropriate mix of uses varies in each location.  There was a request to see the statement 
added: “balance of uses unique to each site”.   

 
Mr. Henningson suggested language be added to the mixed use section: “mixed use entails a 
balance of uses unique to each site, based on location”.  No objection from the Plan Commission. 
 

 #11-Chapter 4, Land Use-Public Comment-Neighborhood meetings and encouraging 
developers to conduct neighborhood meetings can be stated as a policy. 

 
Chairman Wallace said he doesn’t think legally that the city can require that a neighborhood 
meeting be held. Mr. Colby said they cannot, but it could be stated as a policy, that it is encouraged.  
Chairman Wallace said he thinks it needs to be stated though that it is not a legal requirement and he 
does not want to place any responsibility on the city to take any type of affirmative step to even 
encourage a neighborhood meeting beyond it being stated in the code. He asked if there would be 
any city liability for not encouraging, or is it enough to just state it in the Zoning Ordinance.   Mr. 
Kessler said he not is inclined to put anything like that in the plan and he suggested no change 
proposed.  Mr. Henningson agreed.  Chairman Wallace said he agrees that it’s beneficial to a 
developer if they would like to do that, and they are encouraged to do so by the terms contained in 
the Zoning Ordinance. 
 

 #12-Chapter 4, Land Use-Commission comment-Sensitivity and balance-include those 
words in the plan because they speak volumes-input needed from Commission. 

 
Mr. Kessler said his sense is no, because this plan is not a “how to” book.  Plan Commission agreed 
that they were not sure where the comment came from and no change will be made. 
 

 #34-Chapter 8, Downtown, page 65-Commission comment-Multi-family in Fox River 
frontage category/locations in Downtown-states language is ambiguous and could be 
corrected.   

 
Chairman Wallace read the “discussion” text from the table: Land use plan dictates where multi-
family can be located.  All of downtown is designated as mixed use, but multi-family is only a 
component of mixed-use. It is a general guide, not supposed to be rigidly applied to every parcel; 
it is a policy or a vision. The word “may” is used to indicate this. Development proposals need 
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to be evaluated on their merits vs. the intent of the Plan and vision, cannot anticipate every 
development scenario.  It was noted that Site J is the only catalyst site on the river specifically 
with residential, Carroll Towers and Brownstone exist, and a discussion that controversy about 
Downtown multi-family is more about building height, also not being code-friendly with existing 
buildings.   
 
Mr. Colby said that what was being proposed was to change the language that was ambiguous, 
and that will be done, but asked if the Commission has any input on any other changes that need 
to be made regarding this topic.  Mr. Schuetz said if he remembers right, it was a discussion 
regarding apartments versus condos, and there was just clarification needed for what exactly is 
multi-family.  Mr. Doyle said it was the discussion regarding the difference between multi-
family and single-family attached and his understanding was that in the draft of the plan, “multi-
family” means vertically arranged housing units, while “single-family attached” means 
horizontally attached.  He said there were some members of the commission that felt that single-
family attached is a form of multi-family, so it’s still an open question, but when he sees multi-
family, his assumption is that means vertically-attached housing units.  Mr. Lavigne said it is 
defined in the plan on page 66. In looking at the land use description for each frontage, starting 
with the mixed use for the Main St. frontage, the Gateway frontage states uses should be mixed 
and then you get into the areas that are primarily residential but surround downtown, and then 
under the Fox River frontage, it does not state mixed, it states multi-family.  He said he thinks 
the discussion there was why not mixed use, and why just multi-family where portions of that are 
in the Main St. frontage and Gateway frontage as well.  He said the ambiguity here is that some 
of that area sits in 3 different frontages and he thinks it can be resolved by clarifying the 
language to state “mixed use within the other 2 frontages, outside of the Main St. and Gateway 
frontage, multi-family may be appropriate”. Mr. Kessler suggested stating “multi-unit residential 
and commercial”.  Mr. Lavigne said that leaves provisions for stand-alone multi-family, he said 
mixed-use by definition means commercial uses on the ground floor or office uses with either 
office or multi-family residential units.  Mr. Doyle said the discussion was more than simply a 
question of semantics; it was a question of whether river frontage is an appropriate place for 
multi-family residential. He does not recall if there was any consensus on that, or any desire for 
the Commission to change what is written there. He thinks it’s a tougher sell for people in the 
community, particularly in terms of open access to the river in later parts of the plan, but on the 
other hand, we hear that the downtown is saturated and we need to look at possibility for office 
and shrinking the downtown business district and relaxing restrictions.  Mr. Kessler said he feels 
strongly that it should not be restricted and he feels that “multi-unit residential and commercial” 
is hugely appropriate along the river in the downtown district, and that he is not using “multi-
family” anymore, but “multi-unit” which could be something like a Brownstone or an attractive 
vertical multi-family unit because we currently already have Brownstones and Carroll Towers.  
Mr. Henningson said the land use plan currently states it as “multi-family” and would that cover 
the category.  Mr. Kessler said sure, that’s a part of “multi-unit residential”, because that could 
mean single-family detached or vertical. Mr. Henningson said he thinks “multi-family” covers 
them all.  Mr. Lavigne suggested using “multi-family” or “attached single-family” or just 
“residential” because some of the areas are single-family. Mr. Henningson clarified that it would 
state “residential and recreational activities”.   Mr. Doyle suggested adding sensitivity and 
balance in the land use section. The Commission disagreed.   
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Mr. Henningson asked if anything from tonight’s meeting would be added.  Mr. Lavigne said the 
changes that need to be considered are: additional language under the library and its role as a 
gateway into downtown-page 43 and conversations with Ms. Bell-Lasota regarding the inclusion 
of the Historic properties under Historic Preservation on page 99. Mr. Colby added: language 
regarding the official adoption of the plan in the implementation section and explanation of the 
backup SSA’s for stormwater under the SSA section in the Implementation chapter. 
 

Mr. Henningson suggested a motion to forward the 2013 Comprehensive Plan public hearing 
draft to the Planning & Development Committee for review and this motion also includes 
forwarding the Plan Commission discussion points to the Planning & Development Committee 
for review with the following changes; #6-no changes proposed by Plan Commission, #9-add 
mixed use section that mixed-use entails a balance of uses unique to each site based on its 
location, #11-no changes proposed by Plan Commission, #12- no changes proposed by Plan 
Commission, and on #34-page 66-Land use for Fox River frontage-change multi-family to 
residential, to state “as well as residential  and recreational activities.” 
 
Chairman Wallace suggested that the form of the motion be to advance the plan and append the 
recommendation document as modified by the discussion tonight, and what would end up going 
to P&D would be the recommendation for approval with the modifications, and at the point that 
it goes forward, staff will have made the changes based on the discussion of tonight.   
 

Mr. Doyle asked if prior to the motion discussion, there were two remaining issues with the 
library and historic preservation, and does staff have the input they need to update the document 
and forward to P&D. Mr. Colby said if no one has any objection to those revisions as it was 
presented, they will be included. 
 

7. Recommendation on Comprehensive Plan Draft 
 

Mr. Henningson made a motion to forward the 2013 Plan Commission draft to the Planning 
& Development Committee for review subject to discussion point included in the staff 
memorandum incorporating comments made at tonight’s meeting.  Motion was seconded by 
Schuetz. 
 

Roll Call Vote: 
Ayes:  Henningson, Scheutz, Kessler, Doyle, Pretz, Wallace 
Nays:  None 
Absent: Amatangelo 
Motion carried. 
 

Chairman Wallace confirmed everyone was clear on the motion.  Mr. Colby said he would 
update the table for the Chairman’s review so staff can prepare a Plan Commission Resolution. 
 

8. Meeting Announcements 
 Tuesday, April 2, 2013 at 7:00pm Council Chambers 
 Tuesday, April 16, 2013 at 7:00pm Council Chambers 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 at 7:00pm Council Chambers 
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Mr. Doyle made an announcement that he had an opportunity that he could not pass up and he 
would need to take a 10 week leave from the Commission.  He said he checked with staff on the 
impact it would have on the Commission’s ability to assemble a quorum, and staff felt it would 
be minimal and could be mitigated.  Chairman Wallace said the way the Commission procedure 
reads is that it’s at the Chairman and Mayor’s prerogative and since this is an excused absence, 
he has no issue with that and he wished Mr. Doyle luck, but that if any of the members had any 
issue with it, he would be happy to discuss it one on one and take appropriate steps if necessary. 
 

Mr. Kessler stated he would not be in attendance for the April 2 meeting. 
 

Mr. Henningson noted that in earlier conversation he left out what a good job staff had done 
throughout this Comprehensive Plan process. 
 

9. Additional Business from Plan Commission Members, Staff, or Citizens-None. 
 

10. Adjournment at 9:46 p.m.  
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1                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Will the

2          St. Charles Planning Commission come to order.

3                Tim, roll call.

4                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Schuetz.

519:02:07                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  Here.

6                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Doyle.

7                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Here.

8                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Pretz.

9                     MEMBER PRETZ:  Here.

1019:02:07                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Henningson.

11                     MEMBER HENNINGSON:  Here.

12                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Wallace.

13                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Here.

14                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Kessler,

1519:02:12          here.

16                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.

17                Item 3 on your agenda is presentation of

18          minutes from the March 12th, 2013, meeting.

19                          *  *  *  *  *

2019:02:32                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Item 4 on your

21          agenda -- I'm sorry.  Give me just a second.

22                Okay.  Item 4 on your agenda is 1915 West

23          Main Street, McDonald's, application for special

24          uses, planned unit development, restaurant, and
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1          drive-through facility; application for PUD

2          preliminary plan; application for a final plat of

3          subdivision with supporting documents, a parking

4          analysis memo, V3 Companies, dated 1/25/2013; and

519:03:09          preliminary engineering plans, V3 Companies,

6          dated 1/25/2013; architectural elevations,

7          M US Restaurant Development, dated 11/15/2012;

8          and final plat of subdivision, V3 Companies,

9          dated 2/25/2013.

1019:03:26                Additionally -- are we going to designate

11          those as exhibits?

12                Staff, are we designating those as

13          exhibits, or are those just a part of the

14          application?

1519:03:42                     MR. O'ROURKE:  Those are the

16          applications on file.

17                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

18                We also have designated exhibits for this

19          item.  Exhibit A is special use application, PUD,

2019:03:51          restaurant, and drive-through facility revised

21          2/28/2013.  Exhibit B is an application for

22          PUD preliminary plan received 1/29/2013;

23          Exhibit C, application for final plat of

24          subdivision received 2/28/2013; Exhibit D, staff
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1          report from Matthew O'Rourke, planner, dated

2          3/15/2013; Exhibit E, parking analysis memo,

3          V3 Companies, dated 1/25/2013.  Exhibit F is

4          preliminary engineering plans, V3 Companies,

519:04:27          dated 1/25/2013.  Exhibit G is architectural

6          elevations, M US Restaurant Development, dated

7          11/15/2012.  And, finally, Exhibit H is final

8          plat of subdivision, V3 Companies, dated

9          2/25/2013.

1019:04:44                Do we have any other exhibits?

11                     MR. O'ROURKE:  No.  Those are all.

12                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  Thank you.

13                All right.  And this is -- please remind

14          me, Matt.

1519:04:57                Is this a continued public hearing from our

16          last meeting?

17                     MR. O'ROURKE:  Yes, it is.

18                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

19                     MR. O'ROURKE:  It was opened and

2019:05:02          continued.

21                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  Thank you.

22                So this public hearing has already been

23          started.  We are continuing it on this day.

24                It's our intention, I believe -- Matt,
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1          correct me if I'm wrong -- that we will have

2          enough information to close the public hearing

3          today, be able to make a recommendation on this

4          item.

519:05:20                     MR. O'ROURKE:  That's correct.

6                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  Thank you.

7                And as a public hearing, what we're going

8          to be doing today is we're going to be taking

9          evidence both for and against this application.

1019:05:31                The Applicant is here with us in this room,

11          and I imagine that we will be receiving

12          information from you.

13                Following that presentation, Plan

14          Commission members will be asking questions of

1519:05:44          you regarding that information that's provided,

16          followed by any member of the audience who wishes

17          to ask questions of you.

18                Following that portion of our

19          presentation -- or of the public hearing,

2019:05:56          rather -- anyone who wishes to offer any

21          additional testimony, either for or against the

22          application, will have a chance to do so,

23          followed by questioning of that person or

24          persons.
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1                At the end of this public hearing, the Plan

2          Commissioners will have an opportunity to make

3          any last comments, followed by any rebuttal

4          testimony by the Applicant.

519:06:21                Any questions regarding that procedure --

6          that portion of the procedure?

7                          (No response.)

8                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

9                After the Plan Commission feels that it has

1019:06:30          received enough information to make a

11          recommendation, then it will be in order for the

12          Plan Commission to close the public hearing, at

13          which time no further evidence will be offered

14          and the Plan Commission will make a decision to

1519:06:49          recommend either approval or denial to the

16          City Council, and we intend on doing that

17          tonight.

18                So at this point in time, I've already read

19          in the exhibits that are attached to the

2019:07:01          application.

21                Anyone who wishes to give testimony either

22          for or against the application, including anyone

23          who wishes to ask any questions, at this time I

24          would ask that you raise your right hand, be
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1          sworn in.

2                          (The witnesses were thereupon

3                           duly sworn.)

4                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Thank you very

519:07:21          much.

6                We do have a Court Reporter in the room

7          tonight, and any information that you give, any

8          evidence that you offer, any questions that you

9          have must be taken down by the Court Reporter.

1019:07:33                And, in addition, the Court Reporter must

11          accurately identify who you are, so only one

12          person can speak at a time, and that person has

13          to be recognized by me.

14                So I would ask that, when you speak, you

1519:07:46          approach the lectern, speak clearly into the

16          microphone, state your first and last names, and

17          spell your last name for the record.  Also, state

18          your address.

19                And, in addition, each time you come back

2019:07:59          up to speak, I would ask that you state your name

21          again so that we know who you are.

22                Any questions at this time?

23                          (No response.)

24                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.
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1                Staff, do we have anything else before we

2          start?

3                     MR. O'ROURKE:  No.  We have nothing.

4                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.

519:08:13                Is the Applicant ready?

6                     MR. STILLWELL:  We are ready.

7                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.  Go

8          ahead.

9                     MR. STILLWELL:  Thank you,

1019:08:29          Mr. Chairman, members of the Plan Commission.

11                My name is Henry Stillwell,

12          S-t-i-l-l-w-e-l-l.  My address is 300 East

13          Roosevelt Road, Wheaton, Illinois.  I am the

14          attorney for the Applicant this evening.

1519:08:43                As you are aware, this matter was presented

16          to you last year through concept review.  There

17          were some items that were identified that you

18          wanted us to take a look at, which we have done.

19                We also went before the Planning and

2019:09:03          Development Committee, received their input, and

21          we are now prepared to go through the preliminary

22          plan process, and that's what's before you this

23          evening for preliminary PUD plan approval,

24          special use for drive-through, final plat
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1          approval, as was indicated in the materials that

2          are provided to you.

3                I've had an opportunity to review the staff

4          report that was posted online for the application

519:09:31          this evening.  It's a very thorough document.

6                With the permission of the Chair, what I

7          plan to do this evening -- and the rest of the

8          witnesses who might testify do -- is to try to

9          focus on the highlights as opposed to going

1019:09:48          through every element of the application since

11          you've already seen this; you have a very

12          thorough staff report, which is in the record.

13          And if there's items that either the Plan

14          Commission feels need more illumination or if

1519:10:01          anyone in the audience feels they have questions

16          or would like more information, we'd be happy,

17          then, to go into more detail.

18                So with that being said --

19                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  And,

2019:10:11          Mr. Stillwell, I agree with you.  I think that

21          the report is very thorough, as well as the

22          application.  Also, this came before us on a

23          concept plan not that long ago.

24                And just so the members of the audience
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1          know, all of the application's supporting

2          materials are available online, and they have

3          been ever since the agenda for this meeting was

4          issued.

519:10:34                So it's fine.  Go ahead.

6                     MR. STILLWELL:  Thank you very much.

7                Just for the record, to identify the

8          property we're dealing with, it is about a

9          1.13-acre site located on the south side of

1019:10:47          Main Street, west of 19th Street.  It's an

11          existing McDonald's restaurant with approximately

12          a 4500-square-foot building with a drive-through

13          facility.

14                And the purpose of the application is to

1519:10:58          obtain the necessary entitlements to allow the

16          existing facility to be demolished and a new

17          facility to be constructed on the site.  The site

18          plan which is on the computer at this time

19          identifies the proposal as far as the layout.

2019:11:17                As you know, the existing building is

21          located primarily on the easterly portion of the

22          site, as I'm indicating with the cursor, and it's

23          oriented east and west -- I'm sorry -- north and

24          south.
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1                The proposed building of approximately

2          5235 square feet will be oriented or located more

3          on the westerly portion of the site, be oriented

4          with an east/west direction, facing north to

519:11:45          Main Street with the wider part of the building.

6                The reduction of four curb cuts to two, as

7          indicated in the concept plan, has remained so

8          there will be two full-access ingress and egress

9          locations on Main Street.

1019:12:02                The site will continue to circulate in a

11          counterclockwise, one-way direction.  We have

12          complied with the ordinance with respect to width

13          of circulation lane.  It does have an unimpeded

14          circulation lane and bypass lane around the

1519:12:20          drive-through all the way around the site.

16                The drive-through facility has the -- its

17          entry in the northwest component of the site,

18          which splits off in a side-by-side order system,

19          which is part of this new development concept

2019:12:33          which is different than what's there currently.

21                And as has been discussed previously, it's

22          a very efficient system that helps to create a

23          result that lessens the length of the queue, as

24          well as lessens the parking demand.  I'm not
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1          going to go through all the details of that

2          because we've already covered it extensively.

3                The parking request has not changed.  We're

4          asking to reduce the number of parking spaces

519:13:00          from 59 to -- I'm sorry -- 52 to 49 spaces.  You

6          do have the parking analysis, the study that was

7          quite extensive.  Staff has gone through that in

8          your report.

9                Suffice it to say that, based upon a very

1019:13:14          thorough analysis and an analysis of other sites

11          of similar characteristic, 41 spaces should be

12          adequate during the norm, during peak hour.  The

13          extra spaces that we will have, totaling 8 more

14          spaces to get to 49, will serve us well relative

1519:13:31          to certain special event days, holidays or when

16          school is out at times, and, also, to accommodate

17          some of the issues we currently have with

18          customers of other facilities parking at this

19          location.

2019:13:46                One of the changes that was made from the

21          concept plan was to reorient the trash enclosure

22          located in the southwesterly portion of the site.

23          The engineer from V3, Andrew Uttan, is present

24          this evening and can go into any details that you
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1          might want to inquire about.

2                One of the changes, which is setting it

3          back a little bit, was reorienting it a little

4          bit to accommodate the water line that's going to

519:14:21          be installed along the easterly portion of the

6          property based upon the water study that was

7          performed by the City's consultant, based upon

8          the existing circumstances and the water pressure

9          determinations that were made by that consultant.

1019:14:36                I do want to point out a couple things that

11          you had raised that we've been able to

12          accommodate, and Keith can get into a little bit

13          more of the landscaping if you have any more

14          questions.

1519:14:47                But one of the concerns that was raised was

16          the ability to, one, screen the southerly

17          boundary as well as to create some kind of

18          definition or identity of boundaries to the east

19          and to the west, create some kind of a visual

2019:15:03          barrier to try to perhaps lessen the amount of

21          tendency of people to park at McDonald's and walk

22          to other facilities.

23                There is a proposed brand-new 6-foot-tall

24          board-on-board fence along the entire southerly
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1          boundary to provide screening there.  As you know

2          from the last meeting, there is a retaining wall

3          that will be constructed of varying height along

4          that southerly boundary to accommodate the grade

519:15:32          differentials at that location.

6                The fence will run along the entire

7          boundary to provide for privacy and screening.

8          To the south is the apartment complex but the --

9          basically, the parking facility is primarily

1019:15:46          located in that location.

11                In addition, the engineer has been able to

12          provide for a 6-foot ornamental fence along the

13          west boundary line, which was one that you had

14          requested that we look into, and, also, along the

1519:16:02          easterly boundary line, so that will -- those

16          will both now have a demarcation with an

17          ornamental fence that will be 6 feet tall.

18                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  What type of fence

19          would that be?

2019:16:14                     MR. STILLWELL:  It's the fence that

21          looks like a wrought iron fence but is actually

22          aluminum.  They're pretty sturdy fences -- as a

23          matter of fact, they're very sturdy fences.  It's

24          the same type of fence that's used around the
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1          patio areas for the outside dining areas for

2          safety relative to -- so the children don't run

3          out into the circulation aisles.

4                So, for example, we do have the outdoor

519:16:38          patio seating area, as you are aware, and that

6          will also be enclosed with a 4-foot-tall

7          ornamental fence.

8                One other change relative to fencing is, in

9          discussions with staff, it was identified that,

1019:16:53          if a 3-foot-tall ornamental fence was located in

11          this front landscaped area adjacent to

12          Main Street, that we would be able to reduce the

13          density of landscape materials in that area.

14                And as you may recall when we were here

1519:17:11          last time, we were identifying a variance because

16          we simply didn't have enough space in that area

17          to include all of the required plantings.  By the

18          inclusion of this additional fence, decorative

19          fencing material, we do, in fact, now comply with

2019:17:25          the density of landscape materials that is

21          required for that location.  And, again, Keith

22          will be able to give you a bit of a view of that

23          when he goes through some of the landscaping

24          details.
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1                The staff has identified the deviations

2          that we are seeking.  Let me just point those out

3          right now on the site plan.

4                We are asking for a reduction of the rear

519:17:56          setback from 10 feet for the landscape area to

6          5 feet that's along the back side of the

7          building, adjacent to the parking lot for the

8          apartment project, and it will be screened --

9          currently there's no landscaping back there at

1019:18:15          all.  We'll be adding a minimum of 5 feet.  It

11          flares out in different locations, and it will be

12          landscaped but then also have the new fence,

13          which will provide a good screening.

14                We are requesting a deviation to reduce the

1519:18:31          number of trees within the foundation planting

16          area from 12 down to 9.  We were originally

17          seeking to reduce that to 11 but, in further

18          review and, also, in conjunction with discussions

19          with staff, it was determined that 11 probably

2019:18:46          would not result in a healthy environment for the

21          trees, so we all agreed it was probably better to

22          take that down to 9 trees.

23                The additional landscaping variance is the

24          request to reduce the number of linear feet of
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1          landscaping along the nonfrontage elevations of

2          the building, which in this case would be the

3          west, the south, and the east.

4                The problem, of course, is that, with the

519:19:18          drive-through facility along the south facade

6          where we have the pay windows and pickup window

7          and the pull-forward window, we simply cannot put

8          any landscaping back there, so we do have what I

9          think is a fairly minor amendment or deviation.

1019:19:34                We're -- as the staff report identifies,

11          I believe it's required to be about 136 linear

12          feet, and we're at 128 or 127, something in that

13          range, so we're close but we can't quite get

14          there.

1519:19:49                The other two deviations -- one I've

16          addressed, the parking -- and then the final,

17          fifth deviation is with respect to signage.

18                So let me scroll to the exterior building

19          elevations, just kind of take a quick look at

2019:20:09          that because that will tie together with not only

21          the way the building will look but also the wall

22          signage because it's the wall signage where we do

23          have a deviation request.

24                First, let's just talk about the exterior
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1          of building design.  It hasn't changed from what

2          we originally discussed at the first meeting,

3          masonry brick veneer with the cultured stone

4          arcades located in strategic locations.

519:20:34          Currently as shown on this plan, the main front

6          entry arcade is located on the east elevation of

7          the property facing to the east.

8                To the north, which is this middle

9          elevation, we have what looks to be the side

1019:20:51          elevation with the cultured stone arcades.  We

11          have the metal awnings, the roof cap elements,

12          and then we have the metal trellises and awnings

13          that tie together with a matching banding that

14          goes around the building to create relief with

1519:21:09          integrated lighting to wash the building in the

16          evening with sconce lights.

17                We also have continued to provide some

18          variation in the brick colors on the south

19          elevation to break up the linear relationship of

2019:21:27          that particular facade.

21                I do want to point out one thing that has

22          developed very recently that we'd like to

23          identify for the Plan Commission.

24                It has been considered -- and we will
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1          prepare some plans and get them to the staff as

2          quickly as possible -- to move what is

3          traditionally the front elevation design with

4          respect to this arcade that's on the east wall

519:21:53          and move that to the north wall so that the

6          elevation that faces the street, that presents

7          itself as the front of the building, will, in

8          fact, have the front elevation treatment.

9                And that would mean that this area in the

1019:22:07          middle, between these two stone arcades, would,

11          in fact, incorporate this arcade element and swap

12          out this design to go on the east elevation --

13          both with respect to the exterior material, the

14          brick versus the stone, as well as the type of

1519:22:26          awning, being the box, yellow -- that would then

16          go to the north wall and the matching metal that

17          goes with the banding on the east wall.

18                This is something that we would certainly

19          recognize would be reviewed by staff to be sure

2019:22:44          that that kind of adjustment results in the same

21          quality of look that they've previously approved;

22          the proportionality would be appropriate.

23                It has been done previously at other

24          locations, so we are confident that it can be
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1          done in a very tasteful way, but we felt that it

2          might present a better image for the facility, as

3          well as a benefit to the community, to actually

4          have the facade facing the street have the

519:23:12          entryway element as opposed to that on the

6          east side.

7                This particular exhibit, then, also

8          identifies the wall signage that we are

9          requesting, and, again, the staff report's very

1019:23:24          thorough in that.  We did eliminate the M logo

11          sign -- the arch logo -- on the south as

12          requested, but we are still asking for a

13          deviation to allow six as opposed to one wall

14          sign, and that is because we have, on the east

1519:23:42          and the west and the north elevations, an arch

16          logo on each of those as well as the script sign

17          on each of those.

18                The architecture logo is mandated on any

19          location that we have a cultured stone arcade,

2019:24:01          and the reason being is that McDonald's, in

21          rolling out this prototype -- which has become

22          the new image for McDonald's, and a great deal of

23          effort and money has been spent to try to convert

24          from the old image -- there were trademarks that
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1          were obtained to protect this image, and one of

2          the key elements in relationship to these stone

3          arcades is the arch logo.  So anytime that we

4          show a stone arcade, there is an arch logo.

519:24:30                The script signs are shown to provide

6          identification for the facility so that traffic

7          moving east or west on Main Street will have

8          ample opportunity to identify the location and

9          turn in.

1019:24:47                Again, sizes have stayed the same.  Each

11          facade has 45 square feet of signage as a result

12          of that, which totals 135 square feet, which is

13          less than the total area of signage allowed in

14          your ordinance of 177 square feet.

1519:25:03                The signage, by the way, with respect to

16          the freestanding sign, which will be located

17          adjacent to the entry on the east side of the

18          property, fully complies with the ordinance with

19          respect to square-foot areas -- is actually

2019:25:26          substantially less than allowed at 60 square feet

21          versus a hundred, and the height is 15 feet,

22          which is permitted.  So that's a conforming sign,

23          and the electronic message board also is in

24          conformity with your ordinance.  All of the
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1          drive-through signage is compatible and

2          consistent with your ordinance.  There's no

3          deviation with respect to that.

4                We also are requesting final plat of

519:25:51          subdivision approval.  The site currently

6          consists of three individual lots.  We will be

7          consolidating those three lots into a single lot

8          that will then match the zoning for the PUD that

9          would be granted should this application be

1019:26:09          approved.

11                So, hopefully, I have covered enough of the

12          details at this point that I can move the

13          presentation on to Keith, who can take a look at

14          some of the landscaping and changes that have

1519:26:22          been made, and then we'll open up for any

16          questions or comments that you might have.

17                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Good evening.  Keith

18          Demchinski, D-e-m-c-h-i-n-s-k-i, with Norris

19          Design at 540 Duane Street in Glen Ellyn, 60137.

2019:26:46                I just wanted to highlight a few items.

21          I know at the last meeting we provided a fairly

22          extensive overview of the landscape plan, so I

23          just want to highlight a few of the items and

24          also point out the changes that were made since
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1          the last application.

2                Currently we are proposing a water feature

3          that you see at the bottom of your screen there.

4          That water feature is located here, adjacent to

519:27:14          the outdoor patio area, so will serve as a nice

6          amenity for guests that choose to dine outside

7          and will also be facing Main Street so that water

8          feature will be visible from Main Street, as

9          well, providing adequate and, in some cases, an

1019:27:31          extensive amount of landscaping both to the west

11          of the building, as you can see, also in some of

12          the landscape islands, as well, where we're

13          proposing ornamental trees -- in some cases

14          canopy trees -- and, also, columnar canopy trees,

1519:27:49          as well.

16                The primary change that's occurred since we

17          were last here, we've added an ornamental fence

18          along Main Street to supplement some of the

19          landscaping that would otherwise be required.

2019:28:03                We just don't have the -- currently don't

21          have the space to include the 12 ornamental or

22          evergreen trees along Main Street, so there is an

23          ornamental fence proposed.  It's outside of the

24          sight triangle so will not be an obstruction for
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1          motorists, and we've also proposed a mix of

2          shrubs, ornamental grasses, and perennials

3          between the parking lot and that fence to provide

4          some additional screening and visual interest to

519:28:34          the building.

6                So with that, I believe that's all we have

7          to present as far as the landscape plan's

8          concerned.

9                Thank you.

1019:28:42                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.

11                     MR. STILLWELL:  Mr. Chairman, let me

12          just identify for the record -- I'm aware that

13          there are specific standards that are set forth

14          in your ordinance relative to the relief

1519:28:53          requested.

16                Staff has, in fact, identified all of those

17          items and, also, has identified its findings of

18          fact based upon the circumstances that present

19          itself with the pending application.

2019:29:04                Rather than to go through each of those

21          individually -- or with the Chair's permission --

22          what I would like to do is defer to staff's

23          documentation and receive any specific questions

24          that you might have so that we can hopefully
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1          expedite the process.

2                I'll be happy to go through them point by

3          point if you'd like, but they have been

4          thoroughly analyzed and addressed by staff in its

519:29:29          report.

6                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  Thank you.

7                We'll go ahead and take questions at this

8          time from Plan Commission members.

9                Tim, I know you have a question.

1019:29:43                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Yeah, I had a

11          couple of questions.

12                You spoke about moving the front elevation

13          from the -- I believe it was the east side, then

14          it would be on the north elevation.

1519:29:53                Can we go to that -- up the other way.

16                And I assume, then, that the arch would --

17          that's on the north elevation now -- that would

18          all be incorporated into one over that main

19          doorway?

2019:30:11                     MR. STILLWELL:  Right.  Probably the

21          best thing --

22                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  I mean, that

23          whole -- that whole thing would go?

24                     MR. STILLWELL:  This whole thing will
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1          come over here.

2                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  So that

3          feature would go from the east end of the

4          building all the way to the west end of that

519:30:26          entrance; is that correct?

6                     MR. STILLWELL:  That --

7                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  You're not

8          going to have two "McDonald's"; you're not going

9          to have two arches and --

1019:30:33                     MR. STILLWELL:  No.  There would only

11          be one arch per arcade element per elevation.

12                So, for example, this arcade element will

13          be brought over to this location and incorporated

14          in this area, and then this would go over to this

1519:30:47          side, and this design would now be what you would

16          see with this window element.

17                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  And it will

18          incorporate that entrance?

19                     MR. STILLWELL:  Correct.

2019:30:57                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  And then you

21          spoke about the fence on the -- it would be the

22          south end of the property, the board-on-board --

23          6-foot board-on-board on top of the retaining

24          wall.
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1                Would that be wood?  I mean, what -- do you

2          know what material they would use or --

3                     MR. STILLWELL:  It calls out a 6-by-6

4          board-on-board -- 6-foot.  They would use both

519:31:19          wood and simulated product.

6                     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Cedar.  Cedar.

7                     MR. STILLWELL:  Do you want to do

8          that, John, or do you want to use simulated -- as

9          far as --

1019:31:28                     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  That's fine.

11          That's fine.

12                     MR. STILLWELL:  Usually what happens

13          now is they use one of the nice simulated

14          products because it really eliminates the

1519:31:36          maintenance issue and the durability is superior.

16                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Well, I do

17          know McDonald's has a good reputation for

18          maintenance.  I was just curious what -- because

19          that area seems to always look a little shabby.

2019:31:46                     MR. STILLWELL:  It definitely needs

21          improvements.  We think that this will be a --

22                     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Right now it's

23          a metal fence so --

24                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Hold on.  If you
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1          want to speak, you have to come up and be on the

2          record.

3                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Okay.  One of

4          the questions or one of the comments from the

519:32:00          previous meeting from staff was that cross-access

6          easement to the property.  What is consideration

7          of that?

8                     MR. STILLWELL:  Let me discuss that.

9          I didn't mean to -- got going probably a little

1019:32:13          bit too fast.  I probably should have addressed

11          that because it was brought up and discussed at

12          PUD committee, as well.

13                That's something that we have not

14          identified in the plan, and, quite honestly, we

1519:32:24          can't -- we're not prepared to do it and we can't

16          do it.

17                This is a matter that's been discussed with

18          Corporate.  So let me talk with the -- on a

19          macrobasis first, and then I'll talk on a micro.

2019:32:34                From the standpoint of Corporate policy,

21          McDonald's has, in fact, entered into

22          cross-access arrangements at other locations --

23          I've worked on some of them myself -- but in each

24          instance it's driven on a site-specific,
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1          fact-predicated basis so that they must know --

2          Corporate must analyze all of the relevant

3          circumstances that could have an impact upon

4          internal circulation as well as customer safety.

519:33:03                So they never approve a concept of

6          cross-access without having all of the very

7          specifics tied down as to what's going on next

8          door, how does it interact with their site, and

9          what is the ultimate benefit to be obtained that

1019:33:20          either serve the public purpose or some neutral

11          benefit to the private property owners.

12                So from a policy standpoint, McDonald's

13          Corporation would not approve this type of a

14          generic cross-access when there's no knowledge of

1519:33:38          how or when or why it might ultimately be

16          implemented.

17                In this particular instance, as well, it

18          would have considerable negative impact upon the

19          site as far as loss of parking because of the

2019:33:52          need to first open up the access in the southwest

21          corner, which has to be in that location because

22          of the one-way circulation to avoid conflict.

23                So parking would be lost in that location.

24          The trash enclosure would be relocated, and, all
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1          told, we'd be losing probably as many as

2          six spaces, I believe, to implement that.

3                More problematic is the fact that there, at

4          this time, doesn't appear to be any policy goal

519:34:27          that gets accomplished other than incorporating a

6          policy for the sake of a policy.  It does not

7          allow for additional access for either of the two

8          sites with respect to roads to the south or to

9          the east or to the west.  They would still have

1019:34:42          the same access on Main Street.

11                But most importantly, McDonald's has a

12          responsibility that's enormous relative to how it

13          controls internal operations of its site because

14          it's the one that has to answer for various

1519:35:00          lawsuits that may get filed if someone has a

16          problem on its site.  So while it's a very

17          cooperative corporate citizen, it's one that has

18          high standards with respect to those types of

19          things.

2019:35:16                If in the future the City of St. Charles,

21          in cooperation with other property owners, has

22          put together some type of cross-access program

23          that is something that has some comprehensive

24          basis that makes sense, McDonald's will be
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1          willing to sit down and look at those

2          circumstances at the time and analyze it on a

3          factoring basis, but at this time it's just not

4          ripe for that.

519:35:44                It's a concept only, and I think that staff

6          also recognizes at this time it probably doesn't

7          serve the ultimate long-range goal until you

8          determine in the future whether there's a goal

9          that can be achieved.

1019:35:59                So we respectfully deny that request.  We

11          simply are not able to provide that, put it on

12          the table for discussion or implementation.

13                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  All right.

14          My final question is the -- the simulated wrought

1519:36:19          iron fence across the property.

16                What is the -- what will the grade be under

17          that fence?

18                I think you said that there was ornamental

19          grasses between that fence and parking.  Is that

2019:36:34          correct?

21                     MR. STILLWELL:  Which portion?  Are

22          you talking about the one on Main Street?

23                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  That would be

24          the one on -- correct.  On the north end -- edge
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1          of the property on Main.

2                My question is simply what's going to be

3          under it?  I mean, is it going to be curb and

4          then gravel and then a fence?

519:36:55                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Keith Demchinski

6          with Norris Design.

7                Let me just scroll to that landscape plan,

8          if I can find that here.  The fence is actually

9          set back and it's a little difficult to see.

1019:37:18                Let me see if I can --

11                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  There you go.

12                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  So the fence is

13          actually represented by this line here, which is

14          offset from the curb line approximately 4 feet.

1519:37:37                So the difference in grade between the

16          bottom of that fence and the finished grade of

17          the turf or the landscape bed will only be a

18          couple of inches.  The landscaping will be -- is

19          as shown here, is in between the curb line of the

2019:37:51          parking lot and the fence.

21                Beyond that there will be an edger line

22          underneath the fence that's turf between the

23          fence and the sidewalk along Main Street.

24                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Okay.  And so
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1          there is a sidewalk there?

2                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  There's a sidewalk,

3          yeah, that runs --

4                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Oh, I see.

519:38:13                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  It's a little

6          difficult to see on the black and white.

7                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  So it's turf,

8          fence, landscaping, and then the property line?

9                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  That's correct.

1019:38:20                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Okay.

11          Thank you.

12                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  I have a

13          question.

14                On the drive-through -- I have a question

1519:38:30          regarding traffic movement, and I noticed this at

16          several of the newer McDonald's, how there's a

17          tendency to position the entries into the

18          McDonald's where, if you go into one entry and

19          intend to go into the drive-through, you actually

2019:38:44          have to circle around the entire restaurant to

21          get in there.

22                Was any consideration ever given to still

23          having two points of entry but having one of the

24          entries over towards the middle of the
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1          restaurant?

2                And maybe that's more of a Corporate --

3          I mean, I have no . . . that -- I'm sure that

4          it's been thought of thoroughly and there's a

519:39:04          reason for it, but I'm just wondering if there is

6          ever any -- or if there's -- if there have been

7          any issues with traffic movement due to these

8          entries or what the reasoning -- logistical

9          reasoning is behind it.

1019:39:18                     MR. STILLWELL:  One thing that they

11          actually run into with some communities is a

12          concern that that kind of a concept results in

13          conflicts on the entry into the drive-through

14          facility.

1519:39:31                You don't want to get an access too close,

16          especially if it's competing with another full

17          access off the street, so in this particular

18          environment, with the kind of layout that we

19          have, it's actually better.

2019:39:42                There will be a sign on the entryway in

21          this location -- and it's shown on the site

22          plan -- of "No left turn."

23                What we do not want to have happen is if

24          there -- if this was moved over here, first, we'd
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1          probably have an IDOT problem because the

2          accesses would be too close together.

3                But, secondly, you would end up with people

4          who would potentially block the circulation lane

519:40:10          because this might get backed up enough that they

6          would be not pulling in and totally out of the

7          circulation lanes.  So we want to force them to

8          come all the way around and get in line with the

9          front orientation.

1019:40:25                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  So -- I'm sorry.

11          Say that again.  Because my follow-up question

12          was, what is preventing people coming in the west

13          entrance and trying to kind of jiggle over into

14          the lane back there?

1519:40:36                     MR. STILLWELL:  That kind of thing

16          can happen where you have a more open design.

17                But here, one, you've got the sign.  Two,

18          you've got all of the keys and the queues showing

19          that this is one-way.  And, three, they have to

2019:40:49          make an acute U-turn.

21                Where you don't have this island and people

22          can kind of jump into the environment, they'll

23          try to do that.

24                But in this instance -- I mean, I can't
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1          honestly say that, in a situation where there's

2          absolutely very little going on and very little

3          traffic, that somebody won't try to come in here

4          and make a sweep into this outer order location.

519:41:15          I mean, you see it happen, but it doesn't usually

6          happen if there's any volume of traffic.

7                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  I'm just wondering

8          if there's any way we can avoid that.  I mean, I

9          know we have another very well used drive-through

1019:41:31          on this street where we routinely have backups on

11          Route 64, and I certainly wouldn't want to create

12          a situation where we have somebody trying to jump

13          in and then the next three people are backed out

14          onto 64 waiting to get in -- waiting to do the

1519:41:44          right thing and go around the restaurant, you

16          know.

17                     MR. STILLWELL:  Well, what the

18          operator can do and we've done at various

19          facilities, if we have a period of time where the

2019:41:56          customer has to become more familiar with the

21          orientation and how the operations work, if we

22          start having a problem with that because during a

23          busier time people are trying to start a second

24          lane -- it doesn't usually happen if it's in such
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1          close proximity here.

2                But if it happens, then we will put

3          temporary cones.  We'll just go out during the

4          peak hours where we have a potential conflict.

519:42:19          We'll set the orange cones right around the

6          perimeter of that area.  That prevents people,

7          then, from pulling in and trying to do -- to

8          shortcut it.

9                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.  I believe

1019:42:31          I've seen at other McDonald's -- I can't think

11          where -- that there have been actual long yellow

12          things with maybe little rumble things where --

13          you could pull over them.  You'd be, you know,

14          probably damaged -- risking damage to your car if

1519:42:51          you did.  But it definitively tells me that

16          "Here's what the program is here," you know,

17          "You're not going to be pulling in here."

18                     MR. STILLWELL:  Yeah.  Usually what

19          we prefer to do is to set up the optimum design

2019:43:05          that functions most effectively -- including

21          truck radii and the types of things and emergency

22          grades -- and then, if we experience problems at

23          that particular location in the field, we look

24          into what adjustments we need to accommodate
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1          that.

2                Our concern over internal circulation

3          issues is more acute, actually, than yours

4          because of the liability issues that we deal

519:43:31          with, so sites are always assessed to make sure

6          that they function as intended and as designed.

7                That's why McDonald's has worked out some

8          alternative arrangements relative to how they fix

9          problems in that particular location.  There's no

1019:43:47          other solution because of the operational

11          experience.  I'm confident that McDonald's,

12          should it experience a real problem here,

13          will accommodate that and they'll be able to

14          control it.

1519:43:58                I don't think, in this particular instance,

16          you'll -- during the busier peak hours, which is

17          really where the primary concern is -- experience

18          that type of a problem.

19                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  How often after

2019:44:09          creating a new plan like this that's different

21          from the existing plan does McDonald's have to

22          make adjustments like that?

23                     MR. STILLWELL:  Can't honestly say

24          how often.  I don't know whether anybody knows
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1          how frequently.

2                Either Ed or Al, can you --

3                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  I mean, I'm sure

4          you can give me a ballpark.  I'm sure that you

519:44:30          have a large amount of data to draw from.

6                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Ed Schneider --

7                     MR. STILLWELL:  No, I understand.

8                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Ed Schneider.

9          S-c-h-n-e-i-d-e-r, 4320 Winfield Road,

1019:44:37          Warrenville, Illinois.

11                This is a very common question that comes

12          up in discussions of efficiency and how we try to

13          align our design to the best -- maximizing both

14          the ease of the site, as well as the overall

1519:44:50          throughput.

16                And in our case, we respond pretty quick, a

17          very dynamic process, because we know the traffic

18          that comes through the site today has no idea

19          what this new layout's going to look like.  And

2019:45:03          it's almost a day-by-day scenario where field

21          service, operations, and development work

22          together to make sure that the design we put in

23          place is working as intended.  And if not, we

24          make adjustments pretty quick, even at -- the
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1          flexible cone scenario could be Day 2 if

2          necessary.

3                We also recommend that we have what we call

4          directors out on-site because there's going to be

519:45:25          some questions as to how do you use the site.

6                In this particular alignment, the other

7          entrance, which is located towards the east of

8          the site, allows for a full -- we call it vehicle

9          loading or being able to get cars off the main

1019:45:39          street and back onto our property for exactly the

11          purpose you had brought up earlier, Mr. Chairman,

12          was that we don't want to have any of those

13          scenarios where our traffic backs up into the

14          street.

1519:45:49                It impedes our ability to get cars on and

16          off as well as, locally, just traffic congestion.

17                So this, being a very well-designed and

18          efficient layout, allows us to cycle cars through

19          quick enough that we can get the cars loaded

2019:46:04          along the side of the building, which is

21          intended.

22                The cars coming in on the west side, it's

23          pretty clear -- if you notice, it's a straight

24          chute when you first come in with the signage and
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1          with a full open lane to be able to get around

2          the building and into the lane that's along the

3          building on the north end for the drive-through.

4          Hopefully, it makes it intuitive.  If not, I

519:46:22          know, operationally, our folks are there to have

6          outside directors to help folks initially.

7                But in terms of response, we're pretty

8          dynamic in terms of making things happen day by

9          day to make this work.

1019:46:33                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

11                All right.  Yeah, Brian.

12                     MEMBER DOYLE:  I just have a question

13          about pedestrian access to the building on the

14          west side.

1519:46:46                From the diagrams am I correct that the --

16          there is a walkway that leads to a door on the

17          southwest corner of the building and that's the

18          access point?

19                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  That is correct.

2019:47:04                     MR. STILLWELL:  No, it's a --

21                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  It is for --

22          actually, if you notice, it's in conjunction with

23          where we have the location of the refuse, so

24          that's really our back access door, which is like
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1          a fire door, but, also, any trash that we collect

2          through the property during the normal course of

3          operations gets exited out and back into the

4          trash corral.

519:47:26                     MEMBER DOYLE:  If I'm a customer and

6          I park in one of the stalls on the west side of

7          the building, on the west side of the lot, I

8          take -- you know --

9                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  These?

1019:47:38                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Yes.

11                How do I access the doors to the building?

12                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Those are still --

13          the only access actually into the restaurant are

14          both on the north and on the east side.

1519:47:47                So you'll notice this isn't the first exit.

16          That's -- anywhere along either the back of the

17          building or along this whole north edge would

18          come in through this north entry.

19                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Uh-huh.

2019:47:59                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  This is the other one

21          along the drive-through, which goes along the --

22          I would say -- the south/southeast corner of the

23          lot, but anybody along this west side would come

24          down this way and into this doorway.
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1                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Is there a walkway or

2          some sort of path so that, you know, there's a --

3          I assume that right there is one of your

4          drive-through stall -- stations.

519:48:27                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Oh, the order points?

6          Yeah.  The order points?  We have them.

7                     MEMBER DOYLE:  So do you walk behind

8          that, through -- there's landscaping in that sort

9          of portion there in the island.

1019:48:38                So how -- as a pedestrian, how do I get

11          around to the door?

12                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Generally, you would

13          come back around the outside and through the

14          parking area.

1519:48:46                And I know with our crew, we generally put

16          them towards the trash enclosure area.  So in

17          terms of crew parking, this is typically the

18          first area that gets loaded up because it is as

19          far away as possible from the doors.  And from a

2019:48:59          crew perspective, that's not a hurdle or a

21          problem.

22                     MEMBER DOYLE:  I mean, how -- was

23          there any discussion about some sort of walkway

24          sort of through that island, through the
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1          landscaping, so that if -- that a customer would

2          not have to walk -- because my concern is that,

3          if you're having to walk out, basically, around

4          into that lane for the drive-through -- which

519:49:23          also is near the ingress and egress point for the

6          site -- it's not pedestrian --

7                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Walks are pretty easy

8          for us to add or maneuver appropriately.

9                We have a lot of sites where this is

1019:49:38          exactly how it's laid out.  We have no real issue

11          day in and day out.  But in terms of being able

12          to accommodate some sort of walkway through

13          there, it wouldn't be all that difficult to do.

14                     MEMBER DOYLE:  And it doesn't even

1519:49:49          need to be a sidewalk but just some stepping

16          stones so that --

17                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Oh, it would -- it

18          would if you -- if it's identified as an

19          entrance, we'd make sure it would be full

2019:49:59          ADA compliant and ready for any and all consumers.

21                     MEMBER DOYLE:  What would that --

22          what would the implications on that be in terms

23          of the landscaping?  Would that need -- would

24          that result in a decrease in landscaping?
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1                     MR. SCHNEIDER:  Right.  It would take

2          up square footage associated back in this drive-

3          through area.

4                     MR. STILLWELL:  It would be a

519:50:14          controlling curb there.

6                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Would it result in

7          a decrease of landscaping that would require

8          further variations than are being requested?

9                     MR. STILLWELL:  I -- well, I don't

1019:50:26          believe so.

11                First, we're providing, I think, 220-some

12          bushes to 131 required.  We've actually expanded

13          the amount of green space on the site

14          substantially compared to what's there today.

1519:50:41                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  The biggest issue,

16          I think, is probably trees.

17                     MR. STILLWELL:  Whether or not --

18          I guess Keith would be best suited to take a look

19          at your landscape plan and see what might be

2019:50:51          impacted.

21                I think we're talking about something that

22          would . . . let me just reiterate, though, this

23          is a very common design that's carried out

24          throughout the -- not just the western suburbs
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1          but throughout the nation.

2                So it does function and a big part of it is

3          the fact that you do have employee parking back

4          in that back area, for the most part, and they

519:51:14          can certainly access both service as well as

6          customer doors.  But --

7                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Well, but from our

8          perspective -- I mean, the concern is that we're

9          approving a plan that doesn't have variations on

1019:51:25          landscape area.  And if we're receiving testimony

11          that says that, if it's decided at some point in

12          the near future that a sidewalk needs to go in

13          then they'll put it a sidewalk in, what impact

14          does that have on the landscaping?  Does that

1519:51:37          make it into something that otherwise would have

16          required a variance?

17                     MR. STILLWELL:  Sure.

18                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  So -- maybe if you

19          could go to page 52 of that, of what's up there,

2019:51:48          that shows the landscaping.

21                And, really, I'm assuming that what we're

22          talking about is from where your cursor is to the

23          west.  If there was an area there where a

24          sidewalk was created or a walkway was created --
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1          I see that there is a tree that's in the way

2          there, but that's not one of the major trees that

3          counts towards -- that is one of the nine that

4          you're proposing.

519:52:28                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Right.

6                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Those are the ones

7          that are out along the street; correct?

8                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  That's correct.

9                I think we would have to -- without

1019:52:36          providing a yes-or-no answer at this time, we'd

11          have to look at the design a little further to

12          see -- to first design the sidewalk and, also,

13          look at how that impacts the landscaping.

14                Perhaps a few of these evergreen trees

1519:52:55          could be changed to ornamental trees, a smaller

16          species of ornamental tree where the canopy could

17          overhang the sidewalk to some extent, and we

18          wouldn't need the required spacing for those

19          evergreens.

2019:53:09                But we'd have to look at that in a little

21          bit more detail to see if the -- how that impacts

22          the trees and the landscape requirements.

23                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

24                Brian, go ahead.
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1                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Yeah.  I have a

2          follow-up question on landscaping, which I'm

3          going to loop back to this question in a second.

4                Did I hear you correctly that, the frontage

519:53:34          of the building, the landscaping is compliant

6          with our ordinance?  There's no --

7                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  The foundation

8          landscaping?

9                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Well, the -- the --

1019:53:45          out near the --

11                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  The parkway here?

12                     MEMBER DOYLE:  The fencing parkway,

13          yes.

14                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Yes.  With the

1519:53:52          addition of the ornamental fence, it is.

16                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Okay.

17                     MR. O'ROURKE:  I might be able to

18          clarify that for you.

19                What it is is our ordinance has certain

2019:54:00          provisions along the public street frontage for a

21          certain number of trees.

22                Within that text there's a provision that

23          says, if an ornamental fence berm -- you know,

24          decorative wall, anything permanent -- is put in
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1          place for 50 percent of that lineal frontage,

2          there's a reduction factor of the required

3          landscape materials, which -- and that's the

4          provision that they're utilizing in the design

519:54:20          that they're showing you tonight.

6                     MEMBER DOYLE:  So as far as the

7          parkway landscaping is concerned, there's no

8          variation being requested?

9                     MR. O'ROURKE:  Just the one that was

1019:54:28          identified with regard to ornamental trees, that

11          there just wasn't enough room to put them in.

12                But in terms of perennials, bushes, shrubs,

13          yes, it meets the ordinance.

14                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Did staff consider

1519:54:41          pedestrian access from the west side of the lot?

16          Did that raise any thoughts or concerns from the

17          staff's perspective?

18                And is it -- is it -- let me ask you this:

19          Is it atypical for there to be parking stalls in

2019:54:57          a location like this and does it represent a

21          pedestrian hazard for the pedestrians to have to

22          walk around?

23                     MR. O'ROURKE:  Yeah, it's not

24          something, quite honestly, staff looked at in
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1          great detail.  I mean, I have seen, in my

2          experience, layouts like this in the past where,

3          you know, there -- space is separated by a

4          drive-through.  It's not all that uncommon.

519:55:18                It -- I mean, you certainly raise a good

6          point about maybe dedicating some pedestrian

7          space.

8                The only question -- or the thing I'd want

9          to look at in the plan view is that -- if you're

1019:55:28          sort of weaving a path through that green space

11          area -- I think the concerns about how it affects

12          the landscaping materials that you brought up

13          and, also, if you're kind of sort of directing

14          people in a way to go into the drive-through lane

1519:55:40          and utilize that sidewalk, that would be my first

16          concern.  I almost wonder if it's better to have

17          them walk all of the way around the drive-through

18          lanes.

19                So if there's a bunch of cars stacked up

2019:55:51          and people at a busy time -- I'd be worried about

21          kind of showing them a way through a bunch of

22          stacked cars waiting.

23                So that would be the only concern.  I just

24          would -- I need to see that in a plan to see how
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1          it plays out and how it would work.

2                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Okay.

3                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Well -- I mean --

4          and I don't know if you agree, Brian, but my

519:56:08          biggest concern here is I'm -- I'm more concerned

6          about pedestrian safety than percentage of

7          landscaping, especially where a lower percentage

8          would meet requirements anyway.

9                     MR. O'ROURKE:  Sure.

1019:56:21                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  And that's one of

11          the things that we're looking at with the site

12          plan.  We need to ensure that there's proper

13          circulation, especially in a drive-through

14          area -- a drive-through environment.

1519:56:31                I'm just imagining, if pedestrians are

16          walking up around this bump-out, within, you

17          know, 20 feet of traffic coming both from the

18          east and potentially from the north, that we're

19          creating a dangerous -- you know, we're creating

2019:56:46          a dangerous situation.

21                And, certainly -- I mean, that's not in

22          McDonald's interests, it's not in the City's

23          interests, which is why, you know, it may seem

24          picky to bring this up, but, you know, that's
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1          what our intent is.

2                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Well --

3                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Or at least that's

4          what my intent is.

519:57:03                     MEMBER DOYLE:  And I agree with the

6          Chairman that I would rather see a reduction in

7          landscaping.

8                And that's why I asked about the parkway

9          landscaping, because my opinion is that -- I'm

1019:57:14          sorry.  I didn't mean to interject a comment here

11          but . . . the landscaping ordinance, the real

12          intent of it -- and from my perspective -- is to

13          ensure that we have an attractive business

14          corridor and that it facilitates the orderly

1519:57:29          creation of business opportunities along the

16          corridor.

17                And so if you have an adequate park scape

18          plan -- parkway landscaping -- I would also be

19          inclined to prioritize pedestrian safety here.

2019:57:45          And if it means having some sort of striping on

21          the pavement there to indicate -- you know, like

22          a box, you know, with yellow stripes -- to

23          indicate that this is sort of a pedestrian

24          throughway or something -- I appreciate that
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1          it's -- that it's a novel question to bring up

2          and that this is a site design that has gone

3          through its paces, so . . . but I -- I would

4          welcome your comments.

519:58:20                     MR. STILLWELL:  I don't think that we

6          would have any objection if the Plan Commission

7          felt it appropriate to put a condition into its

8          recommendation that that be examined by staff and

9          the Applicant.

1019:58:30                I think that Matt raises a legitimate point

11          as to whether or not you are perhaps jeopardizing

12          pedestrian traffic by inducing it to go into the

13          drive-through lane and potentially conflict with

14          those cars as opposed to forcing them to go

1519:58:47          around.

16                I know that we don't normally have that --

17          and I can name any number of locations where

18          there is parking way at the very back of a fairly

19          good-sized site and people do walk an extended

2019:58:59          distance if they're going inside from that.

21                Oftentimes what happens, of course, is

22          people -- not often but sometimes -- people will

23          simply pull into their drive-through for food,

24          they'll get it, and they'll leave, so there's a
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1          variety of ways this all plays out.

2                But I think it's legitimate to take a look

3          at it, and I would just ask that the Plan

4          Commission recognize that we need to look at all

519:59:19          of those relevant factors.  We don't have an

6          objection from a cost standpoint or any other

7          aspect.  It's purely driven by what's functional

8          as a pedestrian safety dynamic.  And if it looks

9          like it would be beneficial to the customers and

1019:59:36          wouldn't jeopardize their safety, we're happy to

11          work with staff and, of course, make sure that we

12          work in compliance with all the appropriate

13          regulations for ADA compliance.

14                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  I'd like to

1519:59:51          just point out that you're right that there are

16          many cases where they're parking in the back of

17          the building and they have to walk long

18          distances, and I don't think it's the walking

19          long distance.

2019:59:59                This is not parking in the back.  This is

21          parking right on the street, and I propose that

22          it would be safer to direct people through a

23          stopped-car lane of the drive-through traffic

24          than to send them out into an uncontrolled
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1          traffic parking area right at an entrance to

2          Main Street so --

3                     MR. STILLWELL:  And we're not here to

4          argue with you on that.

520:00:20                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  -- if you'd

6          just look at that.

7                     MR. STILLWELL:  We're fully receptive

8          to looking at that.  If that makes sense what you

9          suggest, then we'll definitely do it.  We have no

1020:00:27          objection.

11                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

12                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  I have a few easy

13          questions.

14                The fence that's in the front, what color

1520:00:38          would -- that aluminum fence.  What color?

16                     MR. STILLWELL:  It would be black.

17                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  All right.  Good.

18                The south-side fence -- this might be a

19          landscape question for Keith -- I think it was.

2020:00:51                The fence -- the discussion was what was it

21          made out of, and it sounds like it's a man-made

22          product and low maintenance.  And if that's the

23          case, that's great; however, is there going to be

24          any plant life up against the fence to soften
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1          that, break it up a little bit?

2                As they come through there, is it going to

3          be just a big row of fence?  I couldn't really

4          tell.

520:01:17                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Currently there is

6          just turf proposed in between the -- in between

7          the drive aisle and that fence.

8                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  Is there any room --

9          I mean . . . is there any room for landscape

1020:01:31          there?

11                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  There is -- it's

12          very -- it's very narrow.  It's -- I don't know

13          the exact dimension, but I believe it's between

14          1 and 2 feet so --

1520:01:42                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  I was thinking more

16          along -- I don't know -- 4 feet or something.  As

17          far as -- if it's necessary.  I don't know what

18          the fence is going to look like but --

19                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  I don't believe we

2020:01:51          have the space to do anything of substantial

21          height.

22                There may be some room to do a lower

23          ornamental grass of some sort, but to do anything

24          of substantial height, there just isn't enough
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1          space.

2                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  I don't want it to

3          look ratty, but, you know, in the winter,

4          things -- I was just curious if you looked into

520:02:13          that at all.

6                     MR. DEMCHINSKI:  Uh-huh.

7                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  All right.  Thanks.

8                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.  Any

9          other questions from Plan Commission members?

1020:02:20                     MEMBER HENNINGSON:  I just have a

11          comment, follow-up to Tim's question earlier --

12          or comment earlier.

13                I know that cross-access easements have

14          been an issue in the city of St. Charles

1520:02:32          recently, especially in relation to newer

16          developments where we've got plenty of land.

17                But as I -- and I know it was a concern at

18          the Planning and Development Committee meeting.

19          One of the Councilmen brought it up there.

2020:02:46                And after reading the parking assessment

21          that V3 did, I thought you did a very good job of

22          explaining what's happening with that

23          cross-access, and I'm sure that, if you had a

24          larger site, you'd be more than willing to do
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1          that, but you're limited with the site you have.

2          I think the building looks great.

3                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.

4                Any other questions?

520:03:11                          (No response.)

6                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.  Any

7          questions from members of the audience?

8                          (No response.)

9                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Any comments or

1020:03:19          further testimony?

11                          (No response.)

12                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Anything else from

13          Plan Commissioners?

14                          (No response.)

1520:03:25                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Okay.

16                If the Plan Commission feels this they have

17          received enough evidence to make a recommendation

18          either for or against the application, it would

19          be appropriate to have a motion to close the

2020:03:37          public hearing at this time.

21                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  So moved.

22                     MEMBER PRETZ:  Second.

23                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  It's been moved

24          and seconded.
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1                Any discussion on the motion?

2                          (No response.)

3                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Tim?

4                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Schuetz.

520:03:50                Doyle.

6                     MEMBER DOYLE:  Yes.

7                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Sorry,

8          Schuetz.

9                     MEMBER SCHUETZ:  Yes.

1020:03:54                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Pretz.

11                     MEMBER PRETZ:  Yes.

12                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Henningson.

13                     MEMBER HENNINGSON:  Yes.

14                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Wallace.

1520:03:57                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  Yes.

16                     VICE CHAIRMAN KESSLER:  Kessler, yes.

17                     CHAIRMAN WALLACE:  All right.  That

18          motion passes 6 to 0, and that concludes Item 4

19          on the agenda.

20                          (Which were all the proceedings

21                           had in the above-entitled matter

22                           at the hour of 8:04 p.m.)

23

24






